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The Futterman story
“An Output-Transformerless Power Amplifier”

Dr. Burkhardt Schwäbe reports on Julius Futterman and his legendary amplifiers.

When I left the cab, I bumped into him. I met the portly American with Californian suntan before: at La 
Guardia airport, where I arrived from Chicago an hour ago.
Actually, I was not supposed to make this detour. My schedule included after my visit of the CES 1979 
only a visit of three important department stores and electronic traders in New York which had been aut-
horized by Max for the purpose of market observation.
But the enthusiasm for this incredible tube amplifier, of which I had heard during the Japan Electronics 
Show in Tokyo last year, got the better of me and I just had to meet its creator.
Since I was in New York now, there had to be a way to locate his shop near the crossroads Broadway 
and West 72nd Street. After we both hastily said “I’m sorry” we stood there on the sidewalk and tried to 
orientate ourselves. I was expecting a huge company nameplate or a neon sign, not a grey façade from 
the thirties. We looked at each other again and I started the conversation with the words “What are you 
looking for?”. He curtly replied with “Futterman Labs”.

As if I had guessed it: He obviously had the same reason to be here as I did, he was looking for the legen-
dary domain of the OTL pioneer Julius Futterman behind the house number 200.
After telling my new acquaintance that I had the same destination, he lightened up and introduced him-
self politely as Bob from San Francisco.
He was in a quite talkative mood: he told me about all the hifi-equipment he had owned and heard of. 
Furthermore he told me of an extraordinary experience he had when having heard the Futterman H-3aa 
connected to Beveridge electrostats.
He explained his impression of the explosive dynamics, titanic strength and the pure bass power and of 
this amplifier/speaker combination.
Because he was using a lot of copies of the latest Beatles-album „Let it be“, we found ourselves quickly 
in a lively, audiophile discussion.
When we at last arrived at the insignificant locking, the smell of burned varnish hit us. Not quite displea-
sing but strange none the less.
Later we found out that Julius Futterman did not trust any industrial company to manufacture his multi-
voltage-transformers and therefore wound and potted them himself.

The scent was everywhere when we entered the shop and were announced by a little bell “mounted” on 
the door.
The inside was barely illuminated and everything was in chaos.
Near the walls, on sideboards and on two counters lay as many opened as closed boxes with electric parts 
like tubes and more tubes, transformers, capacitors of every size, perforated metal plates and casing parts, 
cable coils and plug sockets.

To be honest I was somewhat taken aback and for a moment, I was in doubt if this really was Futterman’s 
lab. But then I remembered that the friendly Japanese had told me last year that the Futterman amplifiers 
were manufactured by hand and I could not expect the usual industrial production.
Remembering this I fought off the skepticism and finally found some order in the chaos.
From another room came a small, lank man with horn-rimmed glasses who seemed to be about seventy 
years old. He greeted us warmly, but with an unexpectedly high voice.
With a bow, he introduced himself as Julius Futterman and listened attentively as we both asked about 
his mono block H-3aa which had been built since 1975. The two of us had different reasons to ask about 
them: I had a burning desire to get to know more about the H-3aa whereas Bob had a concrete intent to 
buy it.



He made a few additional comments on the circuitry and told us about the devices which had been built 
since the fifties. Afterwards he led us into the next room where complete and incomplete equipment lay 
everywhere. Next to them there were record players, a Crown-tape recorder and a pair of Tangent spea-
kers.
He excused himself for not being able to make a proper presentation and explained that he builds his 
amplifiers only to order and was also customizing them.
He also told us that he let friends and the customer make the final evaluation of the tonal adjustments.
With a modest attitude he explained that his amplifiers were the best you could get especially for electro-
static speakers  like the Quad or the KLH.
He was sorry that he had to charge a higher price for future orders, because the material he used had be-
come significantly more expensive.
So far he had been able to buy all his material in Canal Street, a bazaar for electronic parts at that time. 
But now he had to order more and more from all over America and that was of course more expensive.
While in the Sixties a beam-power tetrode had cost about 3 dollars, he now had to pay 12 dollars.

Consequently the price for a pair H-3aa was now 895 dollars.
 I knew that he had charged only 495 dollars so far, a price that I thought to be a good price, especially 
compared to other American brands like Conrad Johnson or McIntosh.
The dollar exchange rate had been 1 dollar for 2 DM and I earned 6000 DM pre tax per month. That 
meant it would be difficult to buy a pair of amplifiers from my net income and would have definitely led 
to unpleasant discussions at home.
The time for departure had come too fast this afternoon, but I had to take my flight back to Germany.
Bob promised to write about his experiences with the Beveridges.
On the flight home a sat across from Ernest Borgnine who was on his way to movie shots in Europe.

We were excitedly discussing the movie “All Quiet on the Western Front” in which he had played the role 
of Katczinski.
Although I wanted to dream of the H-3aa, wondering how they would sound with my Altec A 7 VOTT, I 
was fascinated by the seriousness for Erich-Maria Remarque’s original novel shown by this Hollywood 
actor.
Between this conversation and my dreams of the H-3aa, I noticed why I liked Julius Futterman’s Power 
amp so much: it reminded me of the experimental set-ups in the physics lessons, which I had always 
enjoyed in high school.
Years passed but this dream remained. Someday I had to  own a pair of these amplifiers. Fifteen years 
passed until I was able to buy them from a German hi-fi trader. During this time I took great interest in 
OTL circuits and collected everything about a fascinating developer.
Julius Futterman was born in New York in the early twenties as a descendant of German immigrants.
He was married and had a daughter. His closest confidant and partner was his brother-in-law Ben Weiss. 
Ben had a hardware store in the same street and produced casings for the Futterman amplifiers.
Julius had had a record shop before the war. Since 1939 he worked for the army and developed noise-
suppression systems for two-way-radios.
During the war he served in the Signal Corps and graduated there to electronics engineer.
After 1945 he worked as an engineer for Paco Inc., a manufacturer of tube testing devices. Here he got 
to know the television tubes which were a lot more reliable than commonly used audio tubes due to the 
requirements of the television industry.
Because the electronic manufacturers wanted to establish television against radio at all costs and deman-
ded operating safety for their television sets.
After experiments with beam power tetrodes for televisions, Julius had the idea to use these comparative-
ly low impedance and efficient tubes in an OTL audio amplifier.



Afterwards he became independent and reopened a record shop together with his brother-in-law, who 
also repaired radios to supplement his income.
On July 30th, 1953 he registered the patent for his circuit, which was granted on the 4th of December 
1956 under the number 2,773,136.
In October 1954 the renowned journal “Journal of the Audio Engineering Society” published his article 
“An Output-Transfomerless Power Amplifier”. Two years later the article “A Practical Commercial Out-
put-Transformerless Amplifier” appeared in the same journal.
In the popular “Electronics World” Julius Futterman published the circuit of a “Ultra-stable OTL Hi-Fi 
Amplifier” in May 1959.
When his patent was finally granted, the transistor was already quite successful and Julius Futterman was 
afraid that this development might overshadow the importance of his invention.
Because a lot of short-lived versions of his idea were not able to establish themselves on the market, he 
continued to built his OTL construction and achieved some publicity.
A mono version introduced in 1959 with 12 power tubes 12B4A was already produced in small series.
Until the seventies Julius Futterman lived in 72nd Street in a two room apartment on the second floor 
with the number H-3.
Assembly took place in his living room, the storage and a few machines were placed in the bedroom. His 
transformers were wound here as well and sealed in an old pot in his kitchen.
When the interest in listening to music was renewed in the sixties by the introduction of the stereopho-
ny, he decided to build his H-3 and H-3a models (Stereo power amplifiers, named after his apartment’s 
number) to order.
Afterwards Harvard Electronics and Tech Instruments built this amplifier under license.
The “renaissance” of the tubes among audiophiles in the second half of the seventies was the reason why 
he started to develop the H-3aa, mirror imaged mono blocks. 
Prospective customers prepaid 100 dollars and got their amplifiers two years later for a final payment of 
420 and after 1979, 800 dollars.

At first the circuitry and the manual were still handwritten. He communicated with his customers in 
handwritten letters. Later on he included typewritten manuals. 

From the beginning Julius Futterman freely handed out licenses to build his amplifiers to big companies 
like Westinghouse and RCA and even to firms in Italy, Japan and Germany.
Only a few produced even a moderate quantity on the market. Among those were Harvard Electronics 
Co., and Tech Instruments Corp, Woodland, New York, who both produced the same design of the H-3.
The reason for this was that there were no documents concerning the implementation of the circuitry 
(because Julius Futterman knew them by heart).
Therefore the complications of the three circuits obviously led to frequent failures and the manufacturers 
finally gave up after investing considerable effort.
The mechanical configuration, the interaction of the components and the wiring connections and a mul-
titude of different currents outside the tubes had as much influence on the stability as on the sound of the 
amplifier. 
A capacitor which was only bent in a different direction, could cause a tube to fail.
Furthermore self-excitation (Barkhausen oscillation) of the extremely broadband circuitry was the fre-
quent cause of amplifier death.
The amplifiers which had been built by Julius Futterman himself on the other hand were surprisingly 
stable. He tested every exemplar for a long time and modified, adjusted and tested again until it worked 
properly.
The handwritten adjustments in the circuitry plans for capacitors and resistors are proof of that.
In case of repair or for a tube replacement, the amplifiers had to be sent back to him.
Based on his experience, Julius Futterman was convinced that only unregulated power supplies could be 
used and it would not be possible to transfer his circuits onto printed circuit boards.



In the seventies Julius Futterman had another employee besides his brother-in-law: the technician Doug 
Cassara.
Doug developed a headphone amplifier for electrostatic headphones like the Stax.
During this time, Julius Futterman also accepted industrial contracts and worked for Marantz on the Mo-
del 18 receiver and the Model 20 tuner, both equipped with oscilloscopes for signal quality surveillance.

In his last years Julius Futterman worked on his idea of a hybrid amplifier consisting of a tube and a 
MOS field effect transistor.
He called it “MOSCODE” a combination of “cathode” and “MOSFET”. It was realized and merchandi-
sed by New York Audio Labs (NYAL).
In 1980 Julius Futterman transferred of his patent rights to the hi-fi journalist and “techno-shaman” Mr. 
Harvey (“Gizmo”) Rosenberg (deceased on 16th July 2001 at the age of only 59). Mr. Rosenberg had 
founded the company New York Audio Labs in the spring of 1980 just to continue Julius Futterman’s 
lifework. The models OTL-1 to -4 and the MOSCODE NCP amplifier were manufactured in Croton-on-
Hudson until 1987.
On the day of Futterman’s death the license holder NYAL finally found a way to produce a stable printed 
circuit board with the OTL-3 which supposedly sounded better than the handmade mono block H-3aa.
He had always considered the possibility to build a power amplifier without an output transformer. In the 
assets of Julius Futterman, which Harvey Rosenberg inherited, were a multitude of contemporary docu-
ments proving how intensely Futterman must have dealt with this subject. In principle output tubes have 
a high anode resistance and have to be connected to a high-impedance load to produce output.
For example the legendary triode 300B needs a load of three kiloohms.
To operate it with speakers with only eight ohms, it is necessary to use a transformer which makes this 
conversion. 
At the same time it converts the high voltage of the tube attached to the plate into a current, which is the 
energy that can make the voice coil and the speaker’s membrane move and push the air aside.
But output transformers were, and still are, difficult to manufacture and therefore expensive.
The first speakers had impedances of up to one kilo ohms to make easier output transformers with a low-
er transmission ratio possible.
On the other hand it was extremely difficult to wind voice coils with a wire fine enough to make them 
high-impedance. Furthermore there were other physical limitations for high-impedance speakers, there-
fore the low-impedance speakers prevailed.
But the output transformer is still the same, a component which limits the possibilities of the tube as an 
amplification device because of its attributes. Neither power bandwidth, nor distortions, nor dynamics nor 
square wave response stay the same after being passed through an output transformer.
The problem to find a solution without an output transformer was not only technical physical, but also 
economic. With the knowledge of the Futterman patent or without it (opinions differ in this aspect) the 
Philips’s subsidiary company Valvo designed this power tube with a lower internal resistance, the EL 
86. They did this for only one reason: With two of these low priced tubes in a SRPP (“Shunt Regulated 
Push-Pull”, a self regulating Push-Pull output stage) circuit an expensive output transformer would not be 
necessary anymore. 

Valvo also provided speakers with 800 ohms impedance. Therefore this OTL application was used in 
thousands of Philips radios and television sets.
Today you can distinguish two basic OTL types in the multitude of variants with triodes and pentodes: 
Julius Futterman’s the single-ended circuit and the Circlotron-OTL.
Futterman’s circuit consists of separate power tubes or groups of parallel connected power tubes with 
one serving as cathode follower and the other one as a regular cathode. This configuration is not new, it is 
called “Single-Ended Push-Pull” (SEPP).
A cathode follower stage is the best way to reduce a tube’s output impedance.
Unfortunately a cathode follower requires a much higher input signal for a higher performance resulting 



in unacceptable distortions. Using a cathode follower in a Push-Pull arrangement would generate higher 
performance, but the output impedance would undesirably be doubled.
In Futterman’s SEPP circuit, the cathodes of the first group are connected to the plates of the second 
group.
One receives the upper (sine wave) half of a signal after a phase splitting, the others receive the lower 
half.
Because the natural impedance of a cathode during “Push” is much lower than the plate´s during “Pull”, 
Futterman connected the cathode resistor of the input tube (its grid bias is self regulating) to the speaker 
output.  By doing that he applied a control which was single-ended to the signal (a high negative feed-
back) and so achieved that both signal halves were rejoined and at the same time generating a signal with 
a high current. 
The Circlotron- OTL which was developed later solved the same problem in a more complex way. Both 
power tubes (groups) were used as cathode followers and therefore two electrically separated power 
supplies were needed to generate the plate voltage. Furthermore the circuit had to be balanced against 
ground by using resistors.
The comparative advantages of each of the two designs, is discussed as passionately as the usage of pen-
todes or triodes in OTL amplifiers.
There are triodes which have a very low difference in the impedance between cathode and plate and the-
refore use very little negative feedback, but there still remains a mismatch between tubes and speakers.
Concerning the sound merits of each circuit, I can say, based on all the OTL-variants I have owned and 
listened to in twenty years, that I support Julius Futterman’s concept. 
To me, he will always be one of the most important audio pioneers of our time.

Dr. Burkhardt Schwäbe

Image Captions

Image 1 (Page 4)
The original circuit diagram included in a delivery of a pair of H-3aa amplifiers in 1977.
The handwritten corrections of some component’s values made by Julius Futterman are indicative of the 
individual adjustment of every Futterman amplifier.

Image 2 (Page 5)
In the Circlotron OTL variant both power tubes are cathode followers, because of that two electrically 
completely separate power supplies are necessary to generate independent plate voltage.

Image 3 (Page 5)
The patented original circuit diagram of the patent specification 2,773,136 of the United States Patent 
Office from the 4th December 1956.

Image 4 (Page 5)
In the fifties the Philips’ subsidiary Valvo designed this OTL circuit with the EL86 tube. It provided 4.5 
Watt: connected to 800 ohm speakers.



Curriculum vitae
Julius Futterman

Born:
13th October 1907 in New York as a descendant of German immigrants.

Died:
12th September 1981 in New York.

Married, one daughter.
His brother-in-law Ben Weiss was married to Julius Futterman’s sister.
Julius Futterman’s wife was Ben Weiss’ sister.

Last address (shop):
Futterman Electronics Lab, Rm 34,
200 West, 72nd Street, New York 10023

Last private address:
104 St. and Broadway in Manhattan

He owned a record shop before the war.
He worked for the army since 1939 and developed noise-suppression systems for radio-phones.
During the war he was mobilized for the Signal Corps, graduated there to electronics engineer.
After 1945 he worked as an Engineer for Paco Inc., a manufacturer for tube testing devices.
From circa 1950 studies and experiments on OTL circuits.
In 1952 reopening of his record shop together with his brother-in-law who repaired radios.
On the 30th July 1953 he registered the patent for his circuit, which was granted on the 4th of December 
1956 under the number 2,773,136.
In October 1954 he published the article “An Output-Transfomerless Power Amplifier” in the “Journal of 
the Audio Engineering Society”.
In October 1956 he published the article “A Practical Commercial Output-Transformerless Amplifier” in 
the same journal.
In May 1959 he published the article “Ultra-stable OTL Hi-Fi Amplifier” in “Electronics World”
Acceptance of industrial contracts from the late sixties to the seventies, including development work for 
Marantz on the Model 18 Receiver and the Model 20 Tuner, both equipped with oscilloscopes for signal 
quality surveillance.
Experiments on a hybrid amplifier made of tubes and MOS field effect transistor during the late seven-
ties.
Transfer of his patent rights to Harvey Rosenberg. He founded the New York Audio Labs (NYAL) in the 
spring of 1980 just to continue Julius Futterman’s lifework. NYAL existed from 1980 until 1987.
All contemporary witnesses describe Julius Futterman as a likeable, polite and helpful man. He was 
hearing impaired and had bad eye sight and had to wear thick glasses. Therefore the sound adjustments of 
his devices were made by friends and his customers.
He was able to pass in his knowledge to Ted Hammond and other members of the NYAL team. This 
was vital since he had never written anything down, building and voicing amplifiers from memory. His 
strength left him in his last year. He had a weak heart and he became increasingly senile and began to 
retire more and more.

Image 5 (Page 7)
These two H-3aa-Monos are unmodified original Futtermans: they provide 90 watts per channel.



Image 6 (Page 8)
This H-3 was built under license by Tech Instruments (output: 40 watts into 16 ohms). The amplifier was 
modified in July 1974 by Julius Futterman himself and in 2008 refurbished by Bob Hovland.

Image 7 (Page 9)
H-3 “interior”: old school wiring. mounting screws for the speakers, quite common at that time. Some 
capacitors have been recently updated with modern components.

Image 8 (Page 10)
Never uncovered: exposed anode terminals on the classic output tubes.

Image 9 (Page 10)
The technician’s handwriting: To make it easier to maintain, the adjustment pots are arranged on top of 
the chassis.

Image 10 (Page 11)
Julius Futterman (on the right) and his brother-in-law and confidant Ben Weiss. This picture was taken 
in 1978 in Futterman’s shop in the West 72nd Street. There is an exemplar of the OTL headphone amp 
between them: designed by Doug Cassara.

Image 11 (Page 12)
Julius Futterman’s longtime employee Doug Cassara (here with Anne-Sophie Mutter) developed a vari-
ant of the OTL especially for electrostatic headphones in the late seventies. Despite his disability, Doug 
is still an active in audio. He is a regular guest at concerts in the Carnegie Hall, were he made the ac-
quaintance of world-famous artists.
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